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Abstract

In this paper, we design a covert channel based on instruction gadgets in smart sensing devices. Unlike the

existing convert channels that usually utilize diverse physical characteristics or user behaviors or sensory

data of smart sensing devices, we show that instruction gadgets could be exploited for covert channel

establishment in smart sensing devices. In our devised covert channels, trojan smart sensing devices

exchange attack packets in such a way that they encode an attack bit in attack packet to a series of addresses

of instruction gadgets and decode an attack bit from a series of addresses of instruction gadgets.  
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1. Introduction

Smart sensing devices could be defined as smartphones, IoT devices, and any devices being capable of

sensing, computing, and communicating. Attacker could mount myriad types of attacks against smart sensing

devices and harness covert channel to conceal motley attacks against smart sensing devices. For example, it is

used to transfer the leaked secret information between trojan smart sensing devices. Additionally, trojan smart

sensing devices can exchange attack packets through covert channels in order to evade attack packet detection.

Hence, covert channel detection is essential for smart sensing device security. To devise robust covert channel

detection schemes, it should be thoroughly examined how covert channels could be established in smart

sensing devices. Although a variety of covert channels [1-13] have been proposed by researchers, they do not

yet fully reflect all types of covert channels that could be built up in smart sensing devices. To expand the

scope of covert channels in smart sensing devices, we design a covert channel with using instruction gadgets

that are stored in code region of smart sensing devices. Trojan smart sensing devices exchange attack packets

over our devised covert channel.
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A trojan smart sensing device encodes an attack bit in attack packet to a sequence of addresses of instruction

gadgets and sends the encoded attack bit to other trojan smart sensing device. Upon receiving the encoded

attack bit, other trojan smart sensing device decodes an attack bit from a sequence of addresses of instruction

gadgets. The details of how to perform encoding and decoding process are specified in Section 3. From the

perspective that instruction gadgets are utilized for covert channel creation, we believe that our newly proposed

covert channel will broaden the extent of covert channels, ultimately helping develop efficient and resilient

covert channel detection schemes.

2. Related Work

In [1], sensors are utilized to create covert channel in android systems. In [2], packet reordering is used to

build covert channel. Deshotels et la. [3] leveraged inaudible sound for covert channel setup in mobile

devices. In [4], TCP timestamps are utilized for cover channel. Ho et al. [5] applied the sequential analysis to

sequences of sensory data in order to build up covert channel in android systems. Lalande et al. [6]

developed a number of covert channels with using system characteristics such as the screen state, process

priority, and task list in android systems. Li et al. [7] proposed covert channels based on the characteristics of

network layer in ad hoc wireless networks. Novak et al. [8] devised different types of covert channels based

on physical media of accelerometer, camera, flash, speaker, ultrasound, and vibration in smart mobile

devices. In [9], covert channels are devised under xen virtual machine environments. In [10], user behaviors

are leveraged to create covert channel in smartphones. Schlegel et al. [11] devised sound-based covert

channel in smartphones. Wang et al. [12] designed covert channels based on the characteristics of processor

architecture. Wu et al. [13] performed research on covert channel attacks in x86-based virtual machines.

3. Covert Channel Establishment Based On Instruction Gadgets

Instruction gadget is regarded as a sequence of short instructions that reside in code region of smart sensing

devices. For each executable file, we can find out a certain or substantial number of instruction gadgets. These

instruction gadgets have been conventionally used for return-oriented programming (ROP) attacks in which

attacker forces malicious behaviors to occur through craftily reusing instruction gadgets. Unlike this

conventional usage of instruction gadgets in terms of attack, we deploy these instruction gadgets for covert

channel establishment. This is a new attempt in the context of covert channels for smart sensing devices. The

specific procedure of how to make use of instruction gadgets for covert channel construction is described as

follows.

For simplicity, we consider trojan smart sensing devices Su and Sv such that Su and Sv act as encoder and

decoder, respectively. We assume that a sequence of random numbers r1, r2, …. , rk … (k ³ 1) is shared by Su

and Sv. We denote this sequence of random numbers by Rk. Note that the value of each random number in

this sequence ranges from 1 to T (T³ 1). Furthermore, we assume that Su wants to send Sv an attack packet

consisting of attack bits a1, a2, …. , ak (k ³ 1).

If attack bit ai=1(i ³ 1), Su randomly selects ri instruction gadgets that contain stack instructions such as pop

or push, encodes ai=1 to a sequence of addresses of the chosen ri instruction gadgets, sends Sv the encoded

value of ai=1. Upon receiving the encoded value of ai=1, Sv searches for a sequence of ri instruction gadgets

corresponding to the encoded value and checks if each instruction gadget in that sequence includes stack

instruction. If so, Sv successfully decodes attack bit ai=1 from a sequence of addresses of ri instruction gadgets.

If attack bit ai=0(i ³ 1), Su  randomly selects ri instruction gadgets that do not contain stack instructions such

as pop or push, encodes ai=0 to a sequence of addresses of the chosen ri instruction gadgets, sends Sv the
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encoded value of ai=0. Upon receiving the encoded value of ai=0, Sv searches for a sequence of ri instruction

gadgets corresponding to the encoded value and checks if each instruction gadget in that sequence includes

stack instruction. If so, Sv successfully decodes attack bit ai=0 from a sequence of addresses of ri instruction

gadgets.

Since sequences of addresses of instruction gadgets are consecutively sent to Sv , they could be suspected as

parts of ROP attack packets and thus attacker may adopt interleaving strategy in which garbage packets are

placed between two adjacent sequences of addresses of instruction gadgets, leading to decrease in chance of

being regarded as portions of ROP attacks.  In interleaving strategy, both Su and Sv generate the same series of

random numbers and set each random number to each number of garbage packets that are interleaved between

two consecutive sequences of addresses of instruction gadgets.

Figure 1. The effect of T on an average value of random numbers in Rk

We perform a simple simulation to investigate the effect of T on an average value of random number in Rk.

We conduct simulations 1000 times and display the average results of 1000 iterations. Figure 1 shows how T
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impacts on an average value of random numbers in sequence Rk when k=100. We see that an average value

of random numbers in sequence Rk increases as T rises. We also discern that an average value of random

numbers in sequence Rk is approximately half of T.

4.Conclusions

In this paper, we devise a covert channel based on instruction gadgets in smart sensing devices. Our designed

covert channel leverages the instruction gadgets that are already placed in the code region of smart sensing

devices. In the sense that the covert channels are built up with using instruction gadgets in smart sensing

devices, they are considered to be new approach and contribute to the expansion of covert channel research

area in smart sensing devices.   
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